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Introduction
They say that some things in life are meant to be. One of
those things is the combination of live chat and sales.
Like macaroni and cheese – or better yet, wine and cheese
– live chat and sales make a perfect pair. Live chat allows
website visitors to connect with your sales or support team
in real time at key stages during their customer journey.
Issues or questions can be resolved before they become
obstacles to a purchase, and your team has an opportunity
to build brand dedication through quality service.
These gains ultimately result in one important outcome: they
increase your company’s top line. Studies show that live chat
increases conversions by 20 percent, and that customers
who use live chat are three times more likely to buy than
ones who don’t. With live chat, sales, conversion rates, and
customer retention will improve.
Whether you’re evaluating the benefits of live chat or are
hoping to switch to a more effective provider, it is important
that you understand how live chat can – and should – give
you measurable results. In this eBook, we have compiled
the top ten ways that you can use live chat to increase
sales, complete with tips and use case scenarios to help you
maximize your return on investment (ROI).
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1 Proactively Invite
Customers to Ask
You for Help
Imagine for a moment that you are in a retail store. What’s the first thing that happens? In
most cases, a sales person approaches you and asks you if you need help with anything. You
could answer “no, thank you,” and choose to browse on your own, but you may also decide
to interact with the sales person. He or she might then guide you through your purchase
by helping you find an item, teaching you about the product, showing you related products,
and even suggesting additional items that would complement the purchase. With the
guidance of a quality salesperson, you’re likely to not only spend more money, but to leave
the store feeling more confident in your purchase.
Brick-and-mortar stores have an advantage that online stores don’t: They can see every time
a person walks into their establishment. On the web, visits are often anonymous and, in
many cases, you won’t have an opportunity to reach out to a visitor or customer unless they
leave you their contact information. All that changes when you use live chat.
Live chat software not only lets you see when people are on your site, it also lets you
proactively invite them to chat. Essentially, you get the opportunity to “walk up” to a visitor
on your website and say, “Can I help you?” You don’t need to wait for a user to ask you a
question or to watch a visitor give up if he or she is unable to find the answer alone. You can
initiate the conversation just like a salesperson in a brick-and-mortar store would.
For your website visitors, this is also good news. Forty-four percent of customers said
that having a live chat specialist available during an online purchase was one of the most
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important features a company can offer. In another study, 63 percent of respondents said
that they were more likely to return to a site with live chat, and 62 percent reported being
more likely to purchase from the site again. Thirty-eight percent of respondents said they
had made their purchase due to the chat session itself.
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Operators issue personal chat invitations to visitors

Visitors can accept or decline invitations

How can you make this happen?
By using automated chat invitations, you can program live chat boxes to pop up on your
website according to various criteria that indicate when a customer should be contacted.
This can be as simple as a visitor landing on a specific web page (think of this as being
similar to an in-store sales person who greets you as soon as you walk through the door).
You can also set up proactive live chat invitations to happen only after a customer has been
on a certain page for a set amount of time (think of this as being similar to a salesperson
who smiles at you when you enter the door, but who doesn’t “bother” you until it’s clear
that you may need some help). With live chat, you can implement the same personalized,
proactive sales techniques that retail locations rely on.
Let’s look at an example of how automated chat invitations can be used by a real company.
Let’s say that you run a business that sells lawn care services. People come to your website
for several reasons, however, two of the most common motives are to see what types of
lawn care services you offer or to get a price quote.
To effectively serve your customers, your website has two main pages: “Services” and
“Pricing.” On one page, you explain the kinds of services that you offer; on the other page,
you list your prices. It’s possible that a person who visits your “Services” page is still in the
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preliminary stages of research, and isn’t ready to ask for a price quote yet. However, you still
want to reach out and begin to build a relationship by starting a dialogue with that lead.
To do this, you can create a live chat invitation that automatically pops up for visitors who
have been on your “Services” page for longer than one minute. This live chat invitation might
say, “Do you have questions about the best type of lawn care service for your turf or grass?
Let us help you!” This lets the customer know that you are present and ready to help, while
giving them space to browse and get comfortable on their own first.
On the other hand, a person who visits your “Pricing” page is prone to be a “hot” lead. This
type of visitor is more likely to be interested in making a purchase, and should be contacted
quickly before he or she navigates away. To best address these kinds of leads, you can set
an automated live chat invitation to appear as soon as a visitor lands on your “Pricing” page.
This chat window might say, “Chat with us to get a customized price quote that fits your
specific needs!” By approaching the customer quickly and proactively, you can capture his
or her attention – and business – before he or she moves on to the competition. Proactive
chat will deliver a significantly higher ROI than passive chat. Take the time to structure
proactive chat invitations that are respectful of the user experience, and are similar to what
an in-person sales rep would do in a retail environment. You can use metrics such as your
proactive chat response rate to adjust your automated chat strategy and optimize visitor
engagement and conversion.
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2 Turn a Generic Web
Experience into a
Customized One
Despite the recent trends towards personalization, the web is still a mostly generic,
mass experience. This is at odds with the fact that sales are most effective when they
are personalized. Fortunately, with robust live chat software, you can turn a generic user
experience into a highly personalized one.

Agent view of the visitor’s profile, browsing history, and chat transcript
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How can you make this happen?
We already covered how proactive chat helps you start contextually relevant conversations on
your site. You can use the same data to get personal whenever a visitor initiates the chat. By
gathering user information before the start of a chat session, you can ensure that when your
sales or customer service team begins chatting with the customer, the conversation is already
tailored to the user’s particular experience and history.
The easiest way to create a customized chat experience is to capture key information in a
pre-chat survey that appears in the chat window before a visitor is assigned to a chat agent.
This information may include the visitor’s name, a summary of the issue that they are hoping
to chat about, and the department they wish to reach. (Additional information such as the
user’s email address and how the user found your site can be used to help you reach out to
the user post-chat, and also to help you improve your brand’s marketing strategy.)
In addition to the pre-chat information, your live chat’s visitor monitoring functionality can
give you real-time insights into which pages visitors are looking at, how they reached your
website, where they are located, how many times they have visited your site, their chat history,
and more. Live chat agents can use this information to create personalized greetings and
memorable interactions with visitors.
For example, let’s say that a visitor initiates a chat session on your website. In the pre-chat
form, your visitor lets you know her name is Julie, and that she has a question about shipping.
Aside from the information that the visitor has told you, your live chat’s visitor monitor also
lets you know Julie’s location (Chicago), that she has been on the checkout page for 5 minutes,
that she has visited your website twice before, and that she has engaged in one previous live
chat session. Based on this information, you might send her the following greeting: “Hello,
Julie, and welcome back! I see that you have a question about shipping – I’m looking forward to
helping you take care of any questions you might have.”
A personalized greeting like this one immediately puts customers at ease by letting them know
that you understand the nature of their issue and that you are ready to help. Customers who
have a previous history of purchases or interactions with your company will appreciate your
agent’s awareness of that history. In fact, customers know that you’re tracking reams of data
about them, and they fully expect you to use it appropriately. Personalized live chat messages
make visitors feel a connection with your company or brand, and can even improve customer
satisfaction levels. A few simple pieces of information can transform a generic interaction into
a personalized conversation that will turn queries into sales.
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3 Improve Your Lead
Generation Cycle
At the end of the day, nothing will impact your ability to maximize revenue more than your
capacity to upgrade your lead generation cycle. A good lead generation program includes
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multiple avenues for gathering leads, and live chat is a prime candidate. Not only are leads
captured in the live chat process a valuable addition to your database, but they also often
provide more valuable data for follow-up than leads captured from other sources.
Unlike other lead generation methods, live chat can generate leads throughout the
customer journey. A study by the Aberdeen Group reveals how live chat improves lead
generation at various stages in the customer cycle:
• Marketing: Awareness–29%
• Marketing: Conversion to create sales suspects–39%
• Sales: Early-stage direct engagement–32%
• Sales: Mid-Stage Direct Engagement–24%
• Sales: Closing the deal–18%
• Post-sales customer support, education, engagement–39%
How can you make this happen?
Enterprise-level live chat software allows you to get more data on the lifecycle of leads who
have participated in live chat sessions. Using live chat analytics tools, you can see each lead’s
entrance information, time on site, and more, which will help you narrow down the followup category of your lead.
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With information captured through the pre-chat survey, you can categorize leads by
prospect type and even gather and save personal information such as the lead’s name, user
name, email address, and more.
At the end of a live chat session, agents can use the wrap-up feature to tag hot leads for
follow up. With this information, you will be able to concentrate your marketing efforts, and
provide personalized follow-up.
Let’s use a case study to show you how you can do this effectively. Imagine that you have a
website that sells vinyl music albums. When a user enters your website, you can see from
your live chat monitor that he or she found your website by searching for the keyword “jazz
music 2018”. The user then travels to a page that lists current jazz best sellers. The user
spends 30 seconds on this webpage, triggering an auto chat invitation asking if the user has
any questions about available jazz albums or other genres. When the user initiates a chat
session to inquire about a particular album, he or she is prompted to enter a first name and
email address. Now, you have a complete history of what brought the user to your site, the
user’s taste in music, and the user’s contact information. Even if the user doesn’t make a
purchase that same day, you now have all of the information you need to convert this lead
into a paying customer.
A week later, you send the user an email that greets the user by his or her first name. The
email includes all of the new jazz releases for the week. Thanks to the information that you
captured through live chat, your follow-up communication will be targeted, personalized,
and likely to motivate a purchase.
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4 Turn One
Employee
into Four
For a stellar example of a company that knows how to efficiently utilize its personnel, look
no further than your local Apple Store. At any point, Apple employees who are in charge of
activating iPhone accounts are expected to be able to simultaneously activate four to six
different iPhones while also explaining the set-up to the customers.
Not only is this an impressive display of expertise, but it’s a highly efficient use of employee
time. Rather than paying numerous employees to activate one iPhone at a time (or having
customers wait impatiently in the store), a single Apple “Genius” is effectively turned into
four to six employees.
While this approach works well for Apple, this level of efficiency is difficult for organizations
to reach through traditional means of customer service. Live chat allows sales and support
teams to leverage the same kind of employee efficiency, reducing staffing costs and
resulting in more capable agents.
Businesses that switch to live chat report having a 9.3 times greater agent utilization rate
over businesses that don’t. This is because with live chat, a single sales or customer service
representative can handle up to four live chat interactions at the same time. Unlike email
responses or phone calls – where only one can be answered at a time – live chat allows one
employee to close multiple cases simultaneously. The result is not only increased sales – but
savings in the form of less expensive customer care (live chat results in an average of 2.6
times more annual savings in customer care costs).
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Agent’s chat console showing current chats on the left

How can you make this happen?
In addition to employee training, live chat gives you a wealth of tools to make answering
queries fast and accurate. Automatic greetings, canned responses, typing indicators,
shortcuts, and well-crafted and tested scripts mean that customer inquiries can be
answered not only through simultaneous chats but also with accuracy and precision. You
won’t need three phone agents or two email representatives. You’ll just need one, welltrained, well-prepared chat agent.
As the old saying goes, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. When you launch
your live chat program, take the time to develop a comprehensive list of canned answers
to common questions to improve agent efficiency. Begin by using your existing customer
service email or phone data to compile a list of the most frequently asked questions. Then
organize those questions into groups that have common themes. Finally, recruit your best
customer service representatives or team leaders to craft “one-size-fits-all” answers to those
questions. You can then train individual live chat agents on how to use the right canned
responses for each question, and give all agents easy access to canned responses. For the
best results, be sure that you also train agents on when not to use canned messages (not
every query will fit a one-size-fits-all response scheme), and to prioritize quality, personalized
service over speed.
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5 One-on-One Contact
Builds Personal
Relationships
The best way to convert a sale is through one-on-one contact. However, that’s not the
only value of personalized, conversational, one-on-one interaction. When you create a
personalized and caring sales or customer service experience via live chat, users start to
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feel a relationship develop with your company. These sorts of relationships don’t happen
with generic email templates or through flashy banners on a website.
When you add live chat to your site, you open the door to increasing the amount of one-onone contact with your visitors. Not only will that boost your sales conversions, but it will help
you foster customer loyalty. Loyal customers are the best source of brand advocacy for your
company, promoting it to others through positive reviews and recommendations, and other
forms of word-of-mouth advertising.
How can you make this happen?
While a great deal of the value in live chat is in its ability to be efficient through scripts and
canned responses, finding a balance between that efficiency and allowing your customer
service or sales representatives to express their personality is the key to an optimal live
chat program. Train your live chat agents to walk that line and select live chat agents who
conduct themselves well over chat format. Encourage them to satisfy customers using the
right tone of voice. This may include using conversational rather than stiff, formal sentences,
and applying the occasional smiley faces and exclamation point to convey positivity and
warmth. Also, you can take the simple step of ensuring that your live chat agents use
personalized sign-offs and greetings.
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It’s very easy to create a live chat program that sounds like it is entirely a copy and paste
job from a script. Not only will your customers pick up on that, but you’ll also lose a huge
advantage of live chat if you strip it of its personalization. A good way to get live chat
agents to create more human live chat experiences is to have them practice chatting with
each other. Because agents may be more casual in a simulated live chat, that tone and
friendliness will spill over into their actual work chats. When training, take examples of
live chats that do a good job of balancing professional responses with positive human
connection, and use them as samples in your live chat training sessions.

Kaye

Senior Technical Support

Agent Kaye has joined the chat.
Hi, this is Kaye. How may I help you today?
Hi Kaye, what’s the amount of my last bill?
Hey Robert, your last bill was a total
amount of $160
Got it. Thank you.
My pleasure! Is there anything else that
I can help you with?

Type a message here

Chat with Agent

Powered by Comm100
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6 Improve Upsells
and Cross-Sells
For any sales team, it is important to implement cross-sell and upsell programs. This might
include email follow-ups, suggestions in the shopping cart, or upsell and cross-sell items on
the product pages themselves.
Unfortunately, these initiatives don’t always have the effect that companies hope for. This
is typically due to the fact that many users have become “ad blind” to cross-sell or upsell
promotions. They may also not understand the value of an upgrade or an add-on in the
limited space available on your website.
Good ol’ fashioned one-on-one communication with customers can fix all that. Live chat
gives you the opportunity for just that kind of communication in a more natural, visually
engaging way than on the phone. According to a study by the Aberdeen Group, companies
that use live chat have a 2.4 times greater annual increase in cross-sell and up-sell revenue.
Whether they are opting for more expensive products or adding to their order, customers
who use live chat before making a purchase show a 10 percent increase in average order
value.
How can you make this happen?
The best way to utilize live chat opportunities for cross-sell and upsell is to effectively train
your live chat representatives on the best opportunities to merchandise these offers. Live
chat agents should know which cross-sell and upsell suggestions work best with which
products, and in what situations cross-sells and upsells should and shouldn’t be offered (for
example, agents should know not to focus on cross-selling or upselling to a complaining
customer).
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Agents should also understand the importance of being sensitive to a customer’s needs
when cross-selling and upselling. Rather than trying to cross-sell a product that a customer
has expressed not wanting, consider the customer’s needs, and what additional or upgraded
product could best fit those needs.
One good example of an upsell via live chat would be if a customer is interested in a product
on your website that has “middle-of-the-road” reviews, while a more expensive product
has stellar reviews. You can train agents who are chatting with visitors who need help with
the purchasing process (and who have specific items in their cart that fit this criteria) to say
something like: “If you’d like to see another option, this product has better customer reviews
and more advanced functionality that may better fit your needs. Let me know if you have
any questions!” By sending the visitor the link to the upgraded product, the user will be able
to compare the reviews for him or herself, resulting in an organic, informed upsell.
For an example of a strong cross-sell opportunity via live chat, let’s say that you run a
clothing website. If a customer is chatting with an agent about buying a sweater that has
a matching skirt, train the live chat agent to draw your visitor’s attention to the extra item.
Your live chat agent might say something like, “Just in case you are interested, there is a
matching skirt to that sweater that customers love.” Then, be sure to have the live chat agent
provide a link to the skirt.
The key to cross-selling and upselling via live chat is to train your agents and familiarize
them with inventory and associated products. The results that you’ll see in sales and
revenue is definitely worth it.
Pro Tip: Use canned messages to make it even easier for agents to share cross-sell and
upsell information with your visitors. Every promotion and special is just a mouse-click away!
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7 Expert Answers
Mean More Credible
Responses
How many times have you called a customer service center only to find that the
representative that you’re talking to doesn’t have the answer to your question? In this
scenario, one of two things generally happens: You are either put on hold for a lengthy
period, or you are transferred within the system until the right representative is reached.
In either instance, it is obvious to you that there was a lack of expert knowledge within
the customer service or sales staff. In a worst-case scenario, the inexperienced agent may
simply give you the wrong information and your problem may go unresolved.
Live chat gives you the opportunity to keep information seeking out of the view of your
customer as well as to effectively route customer service and sales inquiries directly to the
agent most qualified to answer them. When your customers get quality, detailed, expert
answers with their first customer service or sales contact – known as First Call Resolution -not only does it increase your conversions but it also builds long-term brand loyalty amongst
customers.
How can you make this happen?
Identifying the source or nature of a live chat inquiry gives you the advantage of being able
to either instantly route queries to a specific agent or prepare information in response. By
tracking the query type, page location, or website source that a live chat request came from,
you can automatically route a chat to a specialized agent without having to collect additional
information or transfer within departments. By having users type their query into the prechat window, your live chat agent will know what kind of issue they are dealing with before
the chat begins, making the agent less likely to subject your customer to delays.
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Because a live chat customer funnel is more controllable than many other channels, you can
ensure expert answers in a higher percentage of cases and convert quality service into sales.
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Here’s an example: You have a website that sells various types of insurance, including auto
insurance, life insurance, and renter’s insurance. A visitor initiates a live chat session, and
either by logging the page that the user is on or by asking the user what type of insurance
he or she is searching for in the pre-chat window, you know that your user is looking for
information about auto insurance. Depending on how large your organization is, and how
your support and sales teams are structured, several things can then happen. One option
is that you can route the live chat so that it goes directly to a team of live chat agents who
specialize only in auto insurance questions. If your team isn’t big enough for a dedicated
staff for just that sub-specialty, your available live chat agent can pull up the available
company information on auto insurance before the live chat session begins, so that he or
she is prepared with all of the information that will be needed during the chat.
The result is a highly knowledgeable, capable, sales or customer service team, and more
satisfied customers.

Choosing a department in the pre-chat survey.
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8 Instant Contact Puts
Your Competition at a
Disadvantage
Despite the growing demand for live chat and the indisputable evidence that customers prefer
this channel, many companies have not yet implemented it. According to a report published by
TELUS International, many major companies still do not use any sort of live chat system on their
websites. A study of 1,000 websites found that only 9 percent of sites use live chat to provide
real-time support to their customers.
If your competitors don’t have a prominent or proactive live chat presence on their websites,
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then you have a valuable opportunity to gain a competitive advantage. While customers are
stuck waiting in your competitor’s phone or email queues, live chat will help you answer visitor
questions and convert sales in real time. With live chat, you will have more opportunities to
engage with customers and close sales while your competitor sorts through inquiries.
How can you make this happen?
There are two keys to gaining a competitive advantage with live chat. The first is to use proactive
live chat so that you’re not waiting for visitors to reach out to you before trying to close a sale.
The second is to ensure that your live chat agents are both trained and incentivized to close
sales during chat transactions. By ensuring that your agents are knowledgeable and empowered
to effectively close sales, you limit the possibility of your consumer or user returning to a
competitor’s website.
To get a leg-up on the competition with live chat, don’t forget that wait time is everything. Just as
a customer may abandon a competitor while waiting for a phone or email contact, a customer
may abandon you if you make them wait too long on a chat. Use live chat reporting tools to
easily manage your staffing and availability, so that you don’t accidentally drive users away.
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9 For Many Customers,
Email and Phone
Just Don’t Cut It
In business, staying ahead of current trends isn’t just an advantage – it’s a necessity.
According to Harris Research, 53 percent of customers would prefer to use online chat
before calling a company for support. If you’re relying on your customers to call or email
your sales team, then you may be missing out on potential contacts thanks to changing
customer expectations. Customers have always valued convenience, and now more than
ever, customers expect immediate responses from businesses. Econsultancy found that
79 percent of users who prefer live chat said they did so because they get their questions
answered quickly, 51 percent did so because they could multi-task, and 46 percent agreed it
was the most efficient communication method.
These communication preferences are reflected in the popularity of smartphones, SMS,
and social media messaging. Together, these modern platforms have changed the way that
customers communicate from a primarily long-form style to a short message style.
Live chat allows visitors to use a communication technique that they are familiar and
comfortable with rather than forcing them to use longer text or even verbal communication.
If you’re not offering a live chat option to your visitors you may not be meeting their desire
for short-form, real-time communications.
How can you make this happen?
There are several ways to take full advantage of live chat. For example, strategically place
your live chat buttons and invitations near your social media links on your website. This
will mean that the places that a social media user is drawn to will also promote live chat
features. Ensure that you’re taking full advantage of proactive chat strategies to reach out to
visitors and engage them, taking the work out of expecting them to initiate a conversation.
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Another way is to be aware of the word choice and style that you use in both your live chat
invitations and interactions. The more that you appeal to the natural communication styles
of your users, the better.
Take the time to sit down with your marketing communications team and think about the
various ways that you can make live chat appealing to your demographic. You may also want
to do some simple A/B testing with locations of live chat buttons and invitations on your
website as well as with the language that you use in those invitations and buttons, and how
you use pre-chat surveys.

Chat button and invitation on comm100.com
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10 Simple
Implementation
Means Huge ROI
When you’re evaluating what can and can’t make an impact on revenue, the determining factor
should be ROI. According to a study done by the American Marketing Association, the typical ROI
rate from paid live chat software for sales teams is about 300 percent.
The enormous ROI that companies get from live chat is largely because live chat offers more
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sales and conversion opportunities for less upfront costs. Implementing a live chat solution can
be as simple as copying and pasting a block of HTML code onto an existing website. Though live
chat customizations can improve performance, the basic process of getting set up can be done
in less than a working day and often without a full tech or design team.
Simple, fast implementation means that live chat helps you immediately begin improving your
ROI in other ways too, such as by cutting down on phone costs. Forrester research has shown
that live chat customer service is 17-30 percent cheaper than a phone call. With a 59 percent call
deflection rate, live chat can increase your savings – and lower your spending – drastically.
How can you make this happen?
The key to minimizing time, effort, and expenses spent on live chat while maximizing your ROI
has to do with how you plan your live chat rollout.
First, be sure that you are following all best practices for getting users to notice your live chat
button or invitation. Customize your live chat button or proactive chat invitation with noticeable
colors and images and inviting text. Ensure that your invitations or buttons appear above-thefold on your webpage, and place buttons next to areas that already encourage user actions such
as “buy” buttons or “more info” buttons. With a little pre-planning, you can also strategize unique
invitations and codes based on user activity. These techniques will help you get your live chat
program up and running, and will reel in results as early as the first week of implementation.
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Conclusion
Let’s go back and imagine that you are once again in a retail store. In most cases, the first
thing that would happen is a sales person approaches you offering assistance. You would
then choose to browse on your own or interact with the sales person.
But what if instead of approaching you as you entered the store, the sales person
appeared at just the right moment when you needed them? What if they were able to
predict your needs and knew you were browsing for shoes that matched the skirt in your
cart, providing detailed personalized suggestions based on your preferences for colour,
style, and even size?
Live chat can make it happen. These 10 ways demonstrate how live chat can give you
powerful insights about your customers in order to increase sales. You can deliver
personalized interactions at key stages of the customer journey – so you can be there
at just the right time and place. This one-to-one contact builds a personal relationship
between you and the customer that builds brand loyalty and strengthens customer
retention. By identifying your returning customers, or “regulars”, your agents will provide a
higher standard of service while also delivering more targeted followups and cross sells or
upsells.
Providing customers with a channel that gives them instantaneous, expert answers
will give you an edge over the competition. As the sales person, you can make yourself
available by proactively inviting them to chat – without disrupting their sales or customer
service experience – without compromising their freedom of choice.
However, unlike a traditional brick and mortar retail store, live chat allows one agent to
service multiple customers at once while also being able to easily access insights about
each individual. This helps agents personalize each conversation and provide quality
customer care – increasing sales while decreasing customer care costs. Live chat’s simple
implementation means increased top line, decreased upfront costs and improved
customer satisfaction, resulting in huge ROI for your company.
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Let’s chat
Comm100 is a leading global provider of multi-channel
customer engagement solutions with a mission to make
online service and support delivery more genuine, more
personalized, and more productive through meaningful
conversations. Let us show you how.

Learn more

@comm100

letschat@comm100.com

1-877-305-0464

comm100.com

